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A theorem in convex bodies (in fact, measure theory) and a theorem about 
translates of sets of integers are generalized to coverings by subsets of a fmite 
set. These theorems are then related to quasigroups and (0, 1)-matrices. 
This paper generalizes a measure-theoretic theorem of Rogers [4] and a 
number-theoretic theorem of Lorentz [3] in a combinatorial setting. The 
proofs are modelled after the original ones and the results are illustrated 
by coverings by translates of a subset of a group (or quasigroup). The first 
theorem asserts that if a family of subsets covers a finite set X, then some 
“fairly small” subfamily covers a “fairly large” subset of A’. The second 
asserts that given a family of subsets that covers a finite set A’, then some 
“fairly small” subfamily covers X. The first theorem is suggested by 
Rogers’ result. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be afinite set of cardinality n. For eachi = 1,2,..., r, 
let 
4, , 4, ,..., &a (1) 
be a family of n subsets of X such, that each element of X is in at least aj 
members of (1). Then there exists a choice of sets AIkI , AZk, ,..., Ark,, one 
from each of the r families, such that 
&cl u A,,, u *** u &, 
contains at least 
elements. 
n (1 - fJ (1 - ah)) 
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Proof. For each ordered pair (j, ii), 1 < ,j < r, 1 < ij < n, let xji, be 
the characteristic function of the set Ajij . For each of the nr r-tuplets 
(4 , i2 ,..., ir) whose coordinates are integers in [I, n], let xiIdl...ir be the 
characteristic function of the set 
We have 
X - (Ali u Azi, u .+. u A,<,). 
c 1 Xi&.. 4,(x> 
lQl,i2....,i,<n SEX 
= zx l,i,,iF,. i,Sn (1 - x&N(l - X%(X)) . . / 
< C (n - aJ(n - u2) ... (n - a,) 
XSX 
= n(n - ul)(n - a,) ... (n - a,). 
(3) 
(1 - XT&N 
Since there are nr summands of the type CxeX xiIjz.+, (x) in (3), there 
must exist at least one summand whose value is not larger than 
n(n -  a&n -  a2) . ”  Cn -  4) = n fi (1 _ U./n) 
n’ 3 * j=1 
Letting k, , k, ,..., k, denote the indices of such a summand, we see that 
Aal ” &, ” *-’ U A,.LF has at least 
n - n ,irr (1 - q/n) = n (l - jfi (I - ‘j/n)) 
elements, and the theorem is proved. 
Note that if a, = a, = a** = a, = a, say, then (2) becomes 
n(1 - (1 - u/n)?). 
Furthermore, the families (1) may be independent ofj. Thus we may deduce 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let X be ujinite set of curdinulity n. Let A, , A, ,..., A, 
be n subsets of X such that each element of X is in a members of the family 
A, , A, ,..., A, . Then for any integer r, 1 < r < n, there is a subfamily 
Ai1 , Ai2 ,..., Ai7, consisting of r sets, whose union contains at least 
n(1 - (1 - u/r)r) elements. 
This corollary has the following algebraic consequence. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let Q be a finite quasigroup of order n, and A a subset 
of Q order a. Let r be an integer, 1 < r < n. Then there are r left-trans- 
lates of A, qlA, q,A ,..., q,A, whose union has at least n(1 - (1 - a/n)‘) 
elements. 
In particular if a divides n and if r = n/a, there is a set of n/a left- 
translates of A whose union has at least n(1 - (1 - l/r)‘) elements. 
Noting that (1 - l/r>’ < e-l t 0.37, we see that if a divides n, then there 
are n/a left-translates of A whose union contains at least 0.63n elements of 
Q. 
Another special consequence of Theorem 1 (with r = 2) concerns the 
left-translates of two subsets of A and B of a quasigroup Q. If n = 1 Q / is 
even and 1 A 1 = n/2 = 1 B 1 , then some left-translate of A meets 
some left-translate of B in at most n/4 elements. 
The next theorem and its proof are suggested by Lorentz’s result. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a=finite set of cardinality n, and let 
A, , A, 2.1.) At (4) 
be subsets of X, each with at most a elements. Assume that each element of X 
is in at least q of the sets (4). Then there is a subfamily of (4) that covers X 
and has at most 
members. 
Proof. Note that since 
nq d c I Ai I < at, 
it follows that 
nq < at, (6) 
and the integers n, q, a, t are not independent. 
To begin the proof, let K, be the largest number of disjoint sets in (4), 
of cardinality a. With reindexing if necessary, denote one such family 
A, , A, ,..., AKa (perhaps K, = 0). Let 
R, = X - (A, u A, u ... u AK,), 
a set whose cardinality is n - aK, . Note that each element Ai of (4) meets 
R, in at most a - 1 elements. 
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Consider the remaining sets AKa+, , AKaT2 ,..., At . Select from them the 
largest subfamily whose members meet R, m disjoint sets, each containing 
a - 1 elements. Denote the number of sets in this family by I&-, (perhaps 
Kavl = 0). After reindexing, denote the members of one such family 
Let 
A K,+l > AK.+z Y...P AK,+K,-~. 
Ram1 = & - (AK,+~ " AK,+s " .** " AK,+K,-,)a 
Note that R,-, has (a - 1) Ka-l fewer elements than has R, . 
Define Kapz and Raw, similarly. That is, choose within the remaining 
family 
A K,,+K,-,+I 7 A Ka+h’a-1+2 P...> At 
the largest subfamily whose members meet Rae, in disjoint sets, each 
containing a - 2 elements. Let Kaez be the number of sets in one such 
family, and, after reindexing, 
R-2 = &-I - (AK,+K,-~+~ " **' " AK~+K~-~+K,,-~ )- 
Note that Ram2 has (a - 2) Kaez fewer elements than has RamI . 
In a similar manner, define KS and R, , s = a - 3, a - 4 ,..., 1. Note 
that R, 2 RaeI 2 .*’ > R, = ~a. For each s, 1 < s < a, let k, denote 
the cardinality of R, . Thus k, = 0 and for each s, 1 < s < a - 1, 
or 
k s+1 - k, = SK, 
Ks = (ks,, - kJ/s. (7) 
Also, since each member of (4) meets R, in at most s - 1 elements and 
each element in R, is in at least q of the sets (4), 
hence 
qk, < (s - 1) t, 
ks G (tlq)(s - 11, 
which is the basic inequality needed in the proof. 
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Let K = K, + Km-l + **a + Kl be the number of sets in (4) used in the 
above construction. Note that k, = n - aK, . Thus, by (7), 
K= 
R-l 
c Ks + n/a - k,/a 
.S=l 
k, - k-1 + k-1 - k-z + . . . + kz - kl 
a-l a-2 1 
+glJ 
ka ( a(a !- 1) 1 + kaM1 ( (a - 2i(a - 1) 1 
+ . . . 
+ k, (A) - k + 2 
ij a(a - 1) t a-1-+; (a-a2ia2-,) + 
. ..+KL+z 
E + 6 (; + a& + ... + ;,, 
and the theorem is proved. 
In Halberstam and Roth [2, pp. 14-161, Lorentz’s proof has been 
modified. Their argument, put in a combinatorial setting, shows that X is 
covered by (approximately) 
n/a + (t/s) In a 
members of the family. 
If n/a = t/q, Theorem 2 shows that @/a)(1 + l/2 + **I + l/a) sets in 
the family A, , A, ,..., At cover X, hence fewer than (n/a)(l + In a) of the 
sets cover X. 
COROLLARY 3. Let Q be afinite quasigroup of order n and A a subset of 
order a. Then there is a famiIy of fewer than (n/a)(l + In a) left-translates 
of A whose union is Q. 
A special case of this corollary is Theorem 2 in [3], which concerns the 
addition of sets of residue classes modulo n. 
It would be of interest to determine how close Theorems 1 and 2 are to 
being the best possible. Theorem 2, for instance, is closely related to 
work of Fulkerson and Ryser [1] on the l-width of a (0, 1)-matrix. They 
define the l-width of such a matrix, A, as the minimal number of columns 
that can be selected from A in such a way that each row of the resulting 
submatrix has at least one 1. In this terminology, Theorem 2 runs as 
follows: 
s82alIW9 
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THEOREM 2 (rephrased). Let A be a (0, I)-matrix with n rows and t 
columns. Assume that each row contains at least q I’s and each column at 
most a 1’s. Then the l-width of A is at most 
They compute the l-width of some (0, I)-matrices that record the 
incidences of a Steiner triple system [I, p. 3901. On a set of t elements 
consider such a system. It has n = t(t - 1)/6 triples. Construct a (0, l)- 
matrix A by letting a row correspond to a triple and a column to an 
element, placing a 1 at their intersection to record an incidence, a 0 
otherwise. Each row has three l’s and each column has (t - 1)/2 1’s. The 
parameters in Theorem 2 (rephrased) are a = (t - 1)/2 and q = 3. 
Accordingly, it asserts that the l-width of A is at most 
t(t - 1)/6 
(t - 10 
or 
f (1 + ; + ; + . . . + 1 -__ 
i (t - 1)/2J. (8) 
For t = 7, (8) has the value 77/18, hence the l-width is at most 4. The 
l-width is 3. For t = 9, (8) has the value 25/4, hence the l-width is at 
most 6. The l-width is 5. For t = 13, (8) has the value 637/60, hence the 
l-width is at most 10. The l-width is 7. Theorem 7.1 of [l] asserts that 
the l-width of such Steiner-system matrices is at least (t - 1)/2. 
The problem of covering a quasigroup by translates of a subset is no 
less general than the problem of determining the l-width of a (0, l)-matrix 
of order n that has a l’s in each row and in each column. For let A4 be any 
such matrix. By Theorem 5.3, page 57 of [5], Mis the sum of a permutation 
matrices PI , P, ,..., P, . Replace the l’s of Pi by i, i = 1,2 ,..., a. This 
provides a partially defined quasigroup Q, as follows: 
If the integer i is entered in row r and column s, let r 0 i = s. By Marshall 
Hall’s theorem, this partial quasigroup (whose multiplication table 
consists of a full columns) can be extended to a quasigroup Q*. In Q*, 
each left translate of the subset (1, 2,..., a} corresponds to one of the 
initially given rows of l’s, in the sense that the l’s entered in row r record 
the translate r{l, 2 ,..., a}. 
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